1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

More than one-third of USA adults were obese in 2007-2008, including 32.2% of men and 35.5% of women \[[@B1]\]. Overall the BMI distribution has shifted to the right, coupled with a greater increase in the prevalence of those who are extremely obese \[[@B2]\]. The increase in obesity due to this distributional shift translates to an increased chronic public health burden, as obesity is a risk factor for Type 2 diabetes, coronary heart disease, and several other diseases and conditions \[[@B3]\].

Obesity tends to increase with age for adults \[[@B2]\]. Obesity varies by race/ethnic group among women---both non-Hispanic Blacks and Mexican-Americans have a higher prevalence of obesity \[[@B4]\]. Among adult women, poverty, and low educational levels are also associated with a higher prevalence of obesity \[[@B5], [@B6]\]. However, little systematic variation by socioeconomic status (SES) has been observed among men. Until recently there was also little systematic variation by race/ethnicity observed among men \[[@B1], [@B2]\]. Among young Black men, there is a positive association between education and obesity \[[@B7]\]. In a review of SES and obesity, Sobal and Stunkard found in the USA 12 studies showing a positive association between SES and obesity, 12 studies showing an inverse association, and 3 studies with no association among men \[[@B8]\]. Another study used the concentration index to assess obesity inequalities by income; they found a positive association among Black men and an inverse association among White men \[[@B9]\]. A recent review noted the complex relationships between gender, race/ethnicity, and SES particularly for men in the USA \[[@B10]\]. The mechanisms explaining the relative lack or mixed findings of social and race/ethnic inequalities among men compared to those observed among women are unclear; studies suggest mechanisms predicting similar and dissimilar inequalities by gender.

In order to adjudicate between these competing explanatory mechanisms, we need to be able to summarize inequality in obesity both within and between groups. Current obesity research summarizes these inequalities as differences in means or proportions, while other approaches based on regression focus on modeling the conditional mean (e.g., \[[@B4]\]). Since obesity inequality is a property of the body mass index (BMI) distribution, a focus on distributional methods can yield insights into the patterns in the available data. Contoyannis and Wildman summarize two key reasons to explore BMI distributions instead of just an examination of obesity: first, the BMI distribution recognizes that changes in risk are not typically discrete at obesity thresholds; second, while obesity rates are related to the BMI distribution, many different distributions can generate the same obesity rates \[[@B11]\]. Comparing differences across the entire distribution can also yield a detailed picture of distributional change, and can pose questions to guide further research. For instance, perhaps the mechanisms driving inequality in different parts of the distribution are different, or that between group gaps are driven by different factors at different points along the distribution. Current research is silent on BMI inequality within groups and limited on BMI inequality between them.

This study uses relative distribution techniques to analyze BMI inequalities both within and between different populations. Described in detail elsewhere \[[@B12]\], the relative distribution is effectively a transformation of two distributions into a single distribution that facilitates comparison. This study\'s goal is to analyze the relative distributions of BMI to assess gender-specific obesity inequalities over time between and within education and race/ethnic subgroups.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Participants and Measures {#sec2.1}
------------------------------

Non-Hispanic Whites and Blacks aged 20 years or older with valid height, weight, and education data were analyzed from the continuous (1999--2006) National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey \[[@B13]\]. NHANES is a complex, multistage probability sample of the civilian USA population. NHANES data are collected by interviews conducted in subjects\' homes and standardized physical examinations conducted in mobile examination centers. Race/ethnicity and number of years of education are self-reported by the participants. Height and weight data are collected during the physical examination using standardized protocols and calibrated equipment. Body mass index was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters. The use of measured BMI overcomes a weakness of relative distribution methods since they are not robust to data where respondents report round numbers rather than exact values (8). This effect can substantially alter the quantile aspects of a distribution.

2.2. Analysis {#sec2.2}
-------------

Relative distributions were created in R using the reldist package with the NHANES survey weights to account for differential nonresponse, noncoverage, and to adjust for over-sampling \[[@B14]\]. For a succinct summary of the method used in this paper see Contoyannis and Wildman \[[@B11]\]. The relative distribution compares two distributions as one moves along the BMI scale. For example, in the discrete case, we take the BMI distribution of the referent group and divide it into deciles. The relative distribution then measures the ratio of the fraction of the comparison group to the fraction of the referent group in each of these deciles. If 16% of the comparison group fell into the lowest BMI decile as defined by the referent group, then the relative distribution value would be 1.6 (16%/10%). If the comparison and referent groups had the same distribution, the relative distribution would take a value of 1.0 throughout (i.e., a uniform distribution).

Analyses were conducted separately for men and women due to gender interaction effects with the NHANES survey years \[[@B4]\]. For the adjudication of hypotheses underlying the comparison, some distributions were decomposed into location and shape differences. Location differences are presented as the relative distribution of the reference group location-adjusted to have the same median as the comparison group (*f*~0L~) relative to the reference group (*f*~0~). This summarizes the extent to which the relative distribution is explained by a shift in the BMI distribution in the comparison compared to the referent group. Shape effects are presented as the relative distribution of the comparison group (*f*) relative to the reference group location-adjusted to have the same median as the comparison group (*f*~0L~). This summarizes the differences that remain after a location difference, consisting of spread, skew, and other distributional characteristics \[[@B12]\].

Some distributions were adjusted for changes in covariate composition, by creating an adjusted population that matches the covariate distribution of the referent group \[[@B12]\]. Besides graphical comparisons of differences between distributions, comparisons between distributions were also statistically summarized using the entropy statistic; this measures how different the distributions are from each other (where zero equals equivalence) \[[@B15]\]. Three entropy measures can be calculated: (1) overall entropy: the divergence between the comparison and reference groups; (2) divergence between the location-adjusted reference group and the reference group; (3) divergence between the comparison group and the location-adjusted reference group. These measures are all based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence measure:

$$\begin{matrix}
{D\left( {F;F_{0}} \right) = \int\limits_{- \infty}^{\infty}\log\,\left( \frac{f\left( x \right)}{f_{0}\left( x \right)} \right)dF\left( x \right) = \int\limits_{0}^{1}\log\,\left( {g\left( r \right)} \right)g\left( r \right)dr,} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where *g*(*r*) is the relative probability density function.

To summarize distributional polarization, the median relative polarization (MRP) index was used \[[@B15]\]. This measure isolates distributional inequalities not due to location shifts (it is location-adjusted). The MRP is scaled between −1 to 1, where zero represents no differences in distributional shape while positive values represent more polarization and negative values represent less polarization. In other words, positive values represent increases in the tails of the distribution, while negative values represent convergence to the center of the distribution.

$$\begin{matrix}
{\text{MRP}\left( {F;F_{0}} \right) = 4\int\limits_{0}^{1}\left| {r - \frac{1}{2}} \right|g_{0L}\left( r \right)dr - 1,} \\
\end{matrix}$$

where the MRP is the mean absolute deviation around the median of the location-matched relative distribution (*g*~0L~) and weighted by \|*r* − 1/2\| (the distance from the center) to emphasize deviations in the tails \[[@B15]\].

The MRP is also decomposed into the upper and lower polarization index, representing the contributions from the upper and lower tails of the distribution. These decompositions are also scaled from −1 to 1 and have similar interpretations to the MRP

$$\begin{matrix}
{\text{URP}\left( {F;F_{0}} \right) = 8\int\limits_{1/2}^{1}\left| {r - \frac{1}{2}} \right|g_{0L}\left( r \right)dr - 1,} \\
{\text{LRP}\left( {F;F_{0}} \right) = 8\int\limits_{0}^{1/2}\left| {r - \frac{1}{2}} \right|g_{0L}\left( r \right)dr - 1.} \\
\end{matrix}$$

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

I first analyzed distributional change within groups to assess if covariates were giving different returns to parts of the distribution over time. For both men and women, there was little change within race/ethnic or education subgroups from 1999--2002 compared to 2003--2006 (results not shown). For non-Hispanic Black men and women, there was a slight increase in the proportion of cases with high BMI values. Given these results, I merged the two time periods to cover eight years to help reduce the effects of distributional instability due to small sample sizes in a decile. [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the unweighted sample sizes by included covariates.

To help motivate the use of relative distributions, [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} presents the probability density functions for non-Hispanic Black and White men. Some aspects of the relative BMI distribution are apparent: Black men have relatively greater cases in the upper and lower tails of the distribution; the modes of the distributions are also similar between the two groups. However, comparisons between the groups are not easily quantified. For instance, how much of the difference is captured by a location shift? Is there evidence of polarization and are the upper and lower tails of the distribution changing in similar ways? What is the role of education? We can use relative distribution methods to address these questions.

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the gender-specific relative distributions comparing non-Hispanic Blacks to Whites and their decompositions into differences in median and shape. Adjusting for age did not substantively alter the results and are not presented. For men, panel (a) shows the relative distribution for the two distributions presented in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Non-Hispanic Blacks have a more polarized relative distribution in both tails (see [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"} for summary measures and measures of error). Roughly 1.5 times as many Blacks are in the bottom BMI decile defined by Whites. Further, about 30% more Blacks than Whites were in the extreme obesity category. The median difference effect in panel (b) represents what the relative density would have looked like if there was no change in shape (note that due to rescaling the entropies will not sum to the overall value). The effects are small, roughly explaining 16% of the difference between the BMI distributions. Adjusting for the median difference effect in panel (c) shows that the inequality observed in panel (a) is largely a product of shape differences (contributing roughly 74% of the difference between the distributions), with more Black men being at the extremes of the BMI distribution.

For women, [Figure 2(d)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (bottom) shows that non-Hispanic Blacks have a greater proportion of the distribution in the obese BMI ranges compared to Whites (see [Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"} for summary measures and measures of error). The median effect decomposition in panel (e) is quite large, reproducing most of the observed relative distribution in the upper tail. Note, however, that the lower tail is not well reproduced by the median shift, being substantially lower than observed. The shape effects in panel (f) is concentrated in the lowest decile and shows a greater proportion of Blacks who are in the lowest decile operating alone (without the median effect) it would have increased the number of non-Hispanic Black women in the lowest BMI decile by about 80%. From [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the relative distribution is polarized by race/ethnicity for men; for women, the BMI distribution is shifted to the right for non-Hispanic Blacks compared to non-Hispanic Whites.

[Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} presents the gender-specific relative distributions comparing those with a college education to other education subgroups, adjusted for age. For men, those with less than a high school diploma have a polarized distribution relative to the college educated (top panel (a); [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). Men with a high school diploma (top panel (b)) or some college (top panel (c)) have relatively more cases in the obese BMI values compared to the college educated. For instance, roughly 1.7 times as many men with a high school diploma or GED are in the top BMI decile of those with a college education.

For women, each lower education category has relatively more cases in the obese BMI values compared to the highest educated women ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} bottom). Thus, inequality is concentrated in changes in the upper part of the BMI distribution, with a relative hollowing out (i.e., reduced probability) of the distribution in the lowest BMI values ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}). Comparing entropy statistics and relative densities shows that the effect is particularly pronounced in those with the lowest education in panel (d), suggesting that education has absolute and relative affects at all levels of education. In other words, the effect of education is strongest in those with the lowest education, but the effect is observed at each education level. From [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the relative distribution is polarized by the least educated compared to the most educated for men; for women there is a greater proportion of high BMI cases in the less educated groups compared to the most educated.

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} presents the gender-specific relative distributions comparing non-Hispanic Blacks to Whites compositionally adjusted to have the same distribution of education. Panel (a, d) represents the unadjusted relative BMI density (same as in [Figure 2(a, d)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The composition effect in panel (b, e) represents the BMI distribution that would have occurred if only the education profile of non-Hispanic Whites had changed (i.e., it represents the effect of changes in the marginal distribution of education). Panel (c, f) represents the education-adjusted relative density; the expected relative BMI density had the education profiles of non-Hispanic Blacks and Whites been identical (i.e., it represents the residual effect). For men, [Figure 4(b)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (top) is very close to a uniform distribution, suggesting that differences in the education composition between the two groups have little effect on the relative body mass index distribution. [Figure 4(c)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (top) is not much different than the original distribution in panel (a) due to the lack of major compositional effects. We can consider the relative sizes of the entropy terms to indicate the relative contributions to the overall difference \[[@B15]\]: the entropy of the residual relative density ([Figure 4(c)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (top)) is  .0137, roughly 7 times the size of the composition effect. Further decompositions of the residual effect by location and shape show that it has a location shift slightly to the left (i.e., a steadily declining RD), representing a change in the returns to education (results not shown). The residual is also affected by shape and is more polarized, suggesting that once changes in the median BMI are netted out, non-Hispanic Black men\'s BMI are more polarized than Whites (results not shown).

For women, [Figure 4(e)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (bottom) is slightly increasing, suggesting that the differences in the education composition between the two groups lead to a slight shift to the right for non-Hispanic Blacks relative to Whites. The education-adjusted relative density in [Figure 4(f)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (bottom) still shows a greater proportion of non-Hispanic Blacks in the high BMI range relative to Whites. Further decompositions of the residual effect show a strong location shift to the right---representing a change in the education---BMI relationship for non-Hispanic Blacks relative to Whites (results not shown). The residual is also affected by shape, showing a polarized, U-shaped relative distribution that indicates that, net of median BMI change, non-Hispanic Black women\'s BMI values are more polarized than White women (results not shown). From [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the distribution of education does not appear to matter for the racial differences in the BMI distribution for men or women.

A different way to compare the education effects between non-Hispanic Blacks and Whites is to directly compare them within each education category. While the relative density adjusted for education in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} revealed the education-composition effect, [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} presents the gender-specific relative distributions comparing non-Hispanic Blacks to Whites within each education category. These comparisons allow us to look at differences holding education constant across race/ethnic groups---similar to performing a stratified analysis. Differences across education levels then suggest either different returns to education or other factors unrelated to education that are driving the differences between race/ethnic groups. Adjusting for age did not substantively alter the results and are not presented. For men, the comparison varies and is inconsistent across education categories. Non-Hispanic Blacks with a high school degree or some college have a relatively more polarized distribution compared to their similar educated non-Hispanic White counterparts, though this does not hold for those with less than a high school degree or those with a college degree or higher ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}).

For women, within each education category there are distributional inequalities among non-Hispanic Blacks compared to Whites ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). For non-Hispanic Black women with less than a high school degree, there are relatively more cases in the upper tail of the BMI distribution relative to non-Hispanic Whites ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}). For non-Hispanic Black women with some college or a college education or more, polarization is driven by changes in the lower tail of the distribution. There are relatively fewer non-Hispanic Black cases in the lowest part of the BMI distribution relative to non-Hispanic Whites ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}). From [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, there is little systematic variation in the BMI distribution between race/ethnic-education groups for men; for women with the least education there are relatively more cases in the high BMI range for non-Hispanic Blacks compared to Whites.

[Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} presents the gender-specific relative distributions comparing the most educated to each other education group within each race/ethnic group, adjusted for age. Due to limited sample sizes and distributional instability, further decompositions were not conducted. For non-Hispanic White men panel (A), there is greater inequality (particularly in the lower tail) for those with less education compared to the college educated ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). For non-Hispanic Black men (panel (B)), there is a polarized distribution for those with less than a high school diploma or GED relative to the college educated ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}).

For non-Hispanic White women (panel (C)), there are distributional inequalities between every education group and the college educated; these differences are driven largely by a lower proportion of low BMI cases in those with less education compared to the college educated ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}). For non-Hispanic Black women (panel (D)), there are also distributional inequalities between every education group and the college educated; this difference is driven largely by a lower proportion of those with lower education in the lowest parts of the BMI distribution compared to those with a college education. From [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, within non-Hispanic Blacks the BMI distribution is polarized between the least educated and most educated groups for men; for women within each race/ethnic group there are relatively fewer low BMI cases compared to the most educated.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

This study used relative distribution methods to explore inequalities in obesity prevalence both between and among gender, race/ethnic, and education subgroups. Relative BMI distributions are fundamentally different by gender. Among men, the relative BMI distribution is polarized by race/ethnicity and those with the lowest education: the least educated groups are disproportionately in the lowest and highest BMI values compared to the most educated; non-Hispanic Blacks are also disproportionately in the lowest and highest BMI values compared to non-Hispanic Whites. There is little systematic variation in the BMI distribution between race/ethnic-education groups for men, meaning that there is little difference in the returns of education between race/ethnic groups. However, within non-Hispanic Blacks the relative BMI distribution is also polarized between the least educated relative to the most educated groups.

Among women, the BMI distribution is shifted to the right for non-Hispanic Blacks compared to non-Hispanic Whites. There are also a greater proportion of high BMI cases in the less educated groups compared to the most educated. There are differences in the BMI distribution between race/ethnic groups with the least education, with relatively more cases in the high BMI range for non-Hispanic Black compared to White women. Within race/ethnic groups, for non-Hispanic White and Black women those in the lower education groups have a relative hollowing out (i.e., reduced probability) of low BMI cases compared to the most educated.

Distributional differences in BMI are summarized by shape differences among men and location differences among women. While this study used cross-sectional data and cannot adjudicate between causal hypotheses, the comparisons presented here can inform hypothesis generation and testing. For instance, for women, comparisons are congruent with a social gradient in BMI \[[@B16]\]. This effect holds over relative and absolute comparisons between race/ethnic groups, education, and race/ethnic-education comparisons. The effect is less pronounced comparing education within race/ethnicity groups. This suggests that the returns affecting the BMI distribution vary between race/ethnic-education subgroups \[[@B17]\].

For men, comparisons were largely differences in shape between race/ethnicity, education, and between education within race/ethnicity groups. Education returns do not vary systematically between race/ethnic groups, and do not explain the polarized relative distribution between non-Hispanic Blacks relative to Whites. The remaining polarized relative distributions by race/ethnicity indicate a relative hollowing out of those at disadvantage from the lower and upper thirds of the BMI distribution, and a resulting increase in the extreme tails of the BMI distribution of both underweight and obesity. These comparisons suggest that mechanisms are affecting different parts of the BMI distribution differently. Further, they suggest that the mean of the BMI distribution is less representative for men, and that greater attention needs to be paid to inequality within groups rather than across them \[[@B18]\]. For instance, polarized relative distributions are congruent with neighborhood and economic insecurity mechanisms affecting diet quality, where those at disadvantage are at increased risk of both underweight and obesity \[[@B6]\]. Polarized relative distributions are also important in understanding the risks to these vulnerable populations. Studies have found increased mortality for both people with high and low normal BMI values \[[@B19]--[@B21]\].

This study has several strengths. First, by using a nationally representative population and including both men and women, this study allows for a detailed assessment of BMI inequality. Second, using exploratory approaches and distribution-oriented analyses allows assessment of inequalities in the burden of obesity within and among groups, the timing of BMI distributional changes, and whether these trends are statistically significant. Similar work by Zhang and Wang using the concentration index on socioeconomic status found that inequality varied by gender, age, and ethnicity \[[@B9]\]. A strength of their study and this one is that they consider income or education as relative rankings instead of absolute values. This helps to partially eliminate the confounding of ethnicity (i.e., differential returns) on the relationship between SES/education and obesity. Third, a comparison using the full BMI distribution avoids categorizing risk into discrete categories (e.g., overweight or obese).

Several properties of the relative distribution make it favorable to study BMI distributional inequality. First, we might expect that along the distribution BMI values may go up or down over time; relative distribution methods can handle these negative values (which neither the GINI nor Lorenz curve can accommodate) \[[@B15]\]. Second, since relative social status is a predictor of obesity, relative distributions make these comparisons explicit. Third, absolute differences in BMI also matter (even a modest reduction in BMI is associated with improved morbidity \[[@B3], [@B21]\]) and are also captured by the relative distribution. Fourth, the robust handling of outliers in relative distribution methods is important since individuals at the tails (e.g., those with extreme obesity) suffer greater morbidities \[[@B3], [@B21]\]. Relative distributions are robust to outliers because of the rescaling of the comparison to the referent distribution and the lack of parametric assumptions \[[@B12]\]. Fifth, comparisons can be summarized graphically as well as using summary statistics can be decomposed by location and shape and can control for covariates.

There are also several limitations in using relative distributions. First, comparisons can quickly become unwieldy in controlling for many covariates. For instance, this study omitted Mexican Americans due to the large number of comparisons that would be presented. Second, while not an issue with the measured height and weight data in this study, measurement techniques that affect distributions can limit the utility of relative distributions. For example, self-reported data that are prone to data heaping can severely alter the quantiles of a distribution \[[@B12]\]. Third, particularly when controlling for many covariates or conducting decompositions, a large enough sample is necessary to ensure distributional stability \[[@B12]\]. In this study, the within-race/ethnicity comparisons by education demonstrated these difficulties by more unstable relative densities.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

This study highlights potential BMI-related processes that differ significantly by gender, race, and education. Moreover, it is likely that prior work on mean differences in BMI do not tell the whole story; these processes have affected the parts of the BMI distribution within as well as between groups differently. Further research is needed to explore the fundamental differences in the BMI distribution by gender, and to account for the remaining race/ethnic differences net of education (particularly for men). By identifying the differences in distributions, epidemiologists can focus empirical work on accounting for the mechanisms generating BMI inequalities within different parts of the distribution.
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![Decomposing relative body mass index distributions (1999--2006) between non-Hispanic Black and White men (top) and women (bottom) into impact of changes in medians and changes in shape. (a,d) Unadjusted relative body mass index density; (b,e) effect of median difference in body mass index between race/ethnic subgroup; (c,f) median-adjusted relative body mass index density. Deciles chart superimposed on relative densities. Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.](JOBES2010-959658.002){#fig2}

![Age-adjusted relative body mass index distributions (1999--2006) between men (top) and women (bottom) by those with a college degree or more compared to (a,d) those with less than a high school diploma; (b,e) those with a high school diploma or GED; (c,f) those with some college education. Deciles chart superimposed on relative densities. Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.](JOBES2010-959658.003){#fig3}

![Relative body mass index distributions (1999--2006) between non-Hispanic black and white men (top) and women (bottom) adjusted for changes in the education composition between non-Hispanic Blacks and non-Hispanic Whites: (a,d) Unadjusted relative body mass index density; (b,e) effect of changes in the education composition between non-Hispanic blacks and whites; (c,f) education-adjusted relative body mass index density. Deciles chart superimposed on relative densities. Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.](JOBES2010-959658.004){#fig4}

![Relative body mass index distributions (1999--2006) between men (A) and women (B) between non-Hispanic Blacks compared to non-Hispanic Whites by (a) those with less than a high school diploma; (b) those with a high school diploma or GED; (c) those with some college education; (d) those with a college degree or more. Deciles chart superimposed on relative densities. Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.](JOBES2010-959658.005){#fig5}

![Age-adjusted relative body mass index distributions (1999--2006) between men (A, B) and women (C, D) and non-Hispanic Whites (A, C) and non-Hispanic Blacks (B, D) by those with a college degree or more compared to (a) those with less than a high school diploma; (b) those with a high school diploma or GED; (c) those with some college education. Deciles chart superimposed on relative densities. Abbreviation: NH: non-Hispanic. Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.](JOBES2010-959658.006){#fig6}

###### 

Un-weighted sample sizes by gender, education, and race-ethnic group, United States (1999--2006).

          Less than High School   High School or GED   Some college   Bachelors or greater                         
  ------- ----------------------- -------------------- -------------- ---------------------- ------- ----- ------- -----
  Men     778                     617                  1,200          422                    1,233   475   1,214   228
  Women   737                     640                  1,331          442                    1,455   608   1,226   262

Abbreviations: NH = Non-Hispanic. Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.

###### 

Summary measures for distributional comparisons for men, by race, education, and race-education subgroups, United States (1999--2006).

                               Polarization Index                                                
  --------------------- ------ -------------------- -------------- ------- -------------- ------ --------------
  By Race               .023   .087                 .055, .120     .067    .003,  .132    .107   .043,  .171
  By Edu                                                                                         
   Less high school     .046   .150                 .108,  .193    .199    .115,  .282    .102   .017, .187
   High School          .035   .110                 .069,  .151    .153    .072,  .234    .068   −.014,  .149
   Some College         .029   .087                 .047,  .127    .171    .091,  .250    .003   −.078,  .084
  By race-edu                                                                                    
   Less high school     .036   .059                 −.002,  .120   .042    −.079,  .162   .077   −.047,  .120
   High School          .022   .066                 .001,  .131    .095    −.034,  .223   .038   −.092,  .168
   Some College         .019   .066                 .005,  .128    .028    −.096,  .152   .105   −.018,  .227
   College or greater   .035   .079                 −.002,  .160   .091    −.072,  .253   .066   −.095,  .228
   Within race by edu                                                                            
  NH Whites                                                                                      
    Less high school    .039   .137                 .085,  .189    .177    .073,  .280    .098   −.007,  .202
   High School          .038   .110                 .064,  .155    .150    .059,  .241    .069   −.023,  .161
    Some College        .032   .086                 .040,  .132    .173    .083,  .262    .000   −.092,  .092
  NH Blacks                                                                                      
    Less high school    .176   .108                 .023,  .194    .037    −.138,  .212   .179   .015,  .343
    High School         .096   .067                 −.024,  .158   .056    −.128,  .241   .077   −.102,  .256
    Some College        .102   .041                 −.048,  .129   −.011   −.192,  .169   .093   −.081,  .266

Abbreviations: Edu = education; NH = non-Hispanic; CI = confidence interval.

Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.

###### 

Summary measures for distributional comparisons for women, by race, education, and race-education subgroups, United States (1999--2006).

                               Polarization Index                                               
  --------------------- ------ -------------------- ------------- ------ -------------- ------- --------------
  By Race               .122   .130                 .099, .161    .207   .144,  .270    .053    −.008,  .115
  By Edu                                                                                        
   Less high school     .123   .167                 .125,  .210   .273   .191, .354     .062    −.023,  .146
   High School          .066   .181                 .141,  .220   .309   .235,  .383    .052    −.027,  .132
   Some College         .069   .163                 .125,  .201   .236   .163,  .309    .089    .012,  .166
  By race-edu                                                                                   
   Less high school     .113   .115                 .053,  .176   .076   −.047,  .120   .152    .031,  .274
   High School          .104   .068                 .004,  .132   .102   −.028,  .232   .033    −.093,  .160
   Some College         .111   .155                 .099,  .211   .246   .135,  .357    .064    −.045,  .174
   College or greater   .158   .174                 .095,  .252   .282   .124,  .440    .067    −.084, .218
  Within race by edu                                                                            
  NH White                                                                                      
    Less high school    .109   .152                 .099,  .205   .260   .156,  .364    .044    −.061,  .148
   High School          .067   .189                 .145,  .233   .306   .222,  .390    .073    −.017,  .162
   Some College         .070   .158                 .115,  .202   .227   .142,  .312    .089    .002,  .177
  NH Black                                                                                      
   Less high school     .049   .097                 .017,  .177   .158   .009,  .307    .037    −.132,  .206
   High School          .059   .100                 .011,  .188   .230   .065,  .394    −.030   −.215,  .155
   Some College         .087   .183                 .102,  .265   .229   .071,  .386    .138    −.029, .305

Abbreviations: Edu = education; NH = non-Hispanic; CI = confidence interval.

Data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey.

[^1]: Academic Editor: Aron Weller
